
Build cloud
skills at scale
Explore AWS Skill Builder for Teams

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
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Technology enables innovation,
but people make it happen

Equip your team to build in the
AWS Cloud through continuous training

The AWS Cloud, paired with a skilled workforce, can lower
costs, allow you to innovate faster, and make your organization
more agile. The experts at AWS understand these benets, and
have built AWS Skill Builder Team subscription to allow you to:

Scale and assign training from an administrator dashboard

Unlock 1000+ lab experiences with no additional fees

Provide the depth of expert, on-demand, AWS instructor-
led training

Incorporate game-based learning to accelerate role and
industry expertise

Test, verify, practice and reinforce skills with open-ended
challenges

Access 600+ digital training courses and curated learning
plans

Prepare your team to get AWS Certied

Whether your team is just starting their cloud journey or diving
into specialized skills, unlock the value of AWS by setting team
goals, learning together, and developing hands-on real world
capabilities. Deepen your team’s expertise to improve your
total cost of ownership and innovation on AWS.

Watch the AWS Skill Builder video

Ready to be a
cloud training hero?
Download the Top 5 benets
infographic and to share with
your team.

more products and services
launched over 12 months
with more AWS training.1
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Drive organizational capabilities
critical to your needs
Administrative tools to build out training for your teams
Assign digital training that will give your teams the ability to reduce complexity, innovate on AWS, and prepare
to meet demands specic to your business. Accelerate the skills you need with 600+ on-demand courses, curated
learning plans, hands-on labs, interactive training, and AWS Certication exam prep materials.

Get clear visibility on skills progress
Use built-in reporting to show course enrollment,
progress, completion rates, and more.

Precongured dashboards provide at-a-glance status
on your organization’s progress and amount of training
consumed. Dive deep into a specic user’s learning
journey, or evaluate the level of consumption of a
particular learning experience across your team.

Adjust your training strategy by easily identifying your
avid learners and most popular courses. Sort and lter
data by users, classes, or progress. Analyze data both
online and ofine.

Provide guidance to achieve
learning goals.
Accelerate skills acquisition
that teams need by assigning
courses and providing curated
learning plans.

Scale subscription as needs change.
Invite employees to access their learning
experiences on Skill Builder; assign seats and
adjust to meet the evolving requirements of
your organization. Add or remove learners
incrementally or in bulk.

Monitor engagement
and adoption.
Review usage reports and
track learning progress by
group or individual.

“AWS Skill Builder on-demand courses and learning plans have
been useful in curating bite-sized content for our engineers. The

built-in reports have been very helpful in giving our managers and
administrators visibility on our learners’ progress.”

— Jose Dalino, Head of Engineering, Traveloka
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Interactive, experiential learning
Enable your teams to learn AWS solutions by building them. AWS Builder Labs provide the benets o
hands-on experience that learners can apply right away. These 200+ guided, self-paced labs include
interactive exercises with step-by-step instructions.

Unlimited access to 200+ labs
Choose from a variety of topics to build the skills you
need for your role or project. Popular labs feature
services such as Amazon Simple Storage Service
(S3), Amazon DynamoDB, AWS Identity and Access
Management (IAM), AWS Lambda, and more.

Each self-paced lab covers real-world scenarios built
by AWS experts. Select a lab, and start to learn and
build in a custom sandbox. Easy to follow instructions
help you complete the lab and prepare to face similar
use cases on the job. The hands-on experience also
prepares you or earning AWS Certications.

Get interactive experience.
Learn AWS solutions by
building them yourself in a
provisioned lab environment.

Learn risk-ree.
Experiment in a sandbox
environment without
worrying about unforeseen
costs or disruptions.

Fit into your schedule.
AWS Builder Labs are available
on-demand. Work at your own
pace, when and where it’s
convenient for you.

Learnbydoingwith
AWS Builder Labs

“The combination of guided learning and labs makes
it easier to apply new skills in real-life projects.”

—John Diket, Software Engineer, Insight
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Provide your team the same expansive content as classroom
training - with the fexibility o digital training
AWS Digital Classroom courses equip your team with the depth of classroom training on demand, to
build cloud skills at scale. Accelerate understanding and skill retention of focused topic areas with
immediate access to expert instructor-led videos, hands-on labs, demonstrations, knowledge checks,
and course assessments. Digital Classroom courses are available 24/7, so your team has the exibility
to learn where and when they want, at their own pace, and still benet rom an expert AWS instructor.
This makes it easier to scale expert-led training across your organization.

Get access to an entire catalog of Digital Classroom courses spanning multiple focus areas with the
AWS Skill Builder Team subscription.

Built by the experts at AWS
Digital Classroom courses are the only instructor-
led, self-paced training authored by the source. Our
teams, who work every day with customers, share
specic scenarios to ensure your team can handle
real world risks and opportunities.

Assess and reinforce your
understanding
Course knowledge checks and assessments help
your team verify their understanding so they can
focus their time on targeted topic areas and build
and reinforce skills that are important to your
organization. You can further strengthen your
teams’ ability to build in a real AWS environment
with hands-on labs that you can repeat and revisit
at any time, as much as they need.

Learn from expert instructors
with AWS Digital Classroom
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Immersive, game-based training
AWS Cloud Quest is the only 3D role-playing game to help your teams build practical AWS Cloud skills.
Assign training based on roles, and your teams can jump into the game to learn and apply cloud skills
that help the citizens of a virtual, in-game city.

Chart your team’s path.
Create personalized
learning paths for virtual
groups, motivate and
compete together with
leaderboards, and track
progress with a real-time
insights dashboard.

Develop role expertise
with AWS Cloud Quest

Play to learn the
skills your team needs
Once learners nish the assignments in their
roles, they can showcase their achievement
with an ocial AWS digital badge.

“AWS Cloud Quest is very popular with our
team. This is a fun and interactive learning
tool that allows our engineers to practice
AWS skills, gain condence, and experiment
in the AWS Cloud environment prior to
solving real-life problems while upskilling
themselves.”

— Minoo Gupta, Sr Director
Engineering Operations, Citrix

Watch the AWS Cloud Quest video
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Cloud Practitioner

Solution Architect

Serverless Developer

Machine Learning Specialist

Security Specialist

Data Analytics Specialist

Networking Specialist

SKILL BUILDER TEAM SUBSCRIPTION

Learn by doing.
Teams will practice
building real solutions in
a live AWS environment
—rst by practicing the
solution, then building
it themselves.

Retain what
they learn.
Your teams will retain
more of skills they have
developed with hands
-on exercises specic
to each role.

Collaborate
and compete.
Engage teams with
AWS Cloud Quest
Tournaments, as they
develop practical
skills while competing
in a virtual match.
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Tackle cloud challenges
with AWS Jam
Learn, compete, and celebrate as a team
Oer your team a new way to develop expertise and work together. With AWS Jam, your team collaborates to solve
challenges fostering shared learning, creativity, and trust. Teams vie to win points for the top spot on a leaderboard
by completing hands-on challenges on a variety of topics in an AWS Management Console sandbox environment.

Explore independently
with AWS Jam Journey

If your team is brand new to AWS, or have never used
a specic AWS service, Jam journey can help.

Individuals can work independently to solve a series
o time-bound challenges, targeted to a specic
focus. Jam Journeys are open-ended and do not come
with instructions, however clues are available to help
navigate if needed.

Your team can accelerate cloud adoption by solving
challenges designed to teach AWS best practices
around security, migration, DevOps, AI/ML, and more.

“AWS Jam gives our learners a chance to deepen
their skills by leveraging social learning via team-

based challenges and competitions.”
— Dorothee Garth, Director of Technology Operations, Zalora Group
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Build skills by
solving challenges.
Teams jump into unique and
engaging learning experiences
covering a variety of AWS services
through open-ended, real-world
scenarios.

Motivate with
riendly competition.
Working to complete challenges
across AWS use cases, teams
perform operational tasks to earn
points, and compete for coveted
rst place on the leaderboard.

Assess team perormance.
Get points for solving challenges
using AWS provided infrastructure
according to established best
practices. Compare performance
against peers.

SKILL BUILDER TEAM SUBSCRIPTION



Watch AWS Industry Quest videos

Create industry solutions
with AWS Industry Quest
Industry-specic, immersive learning
AWS Industry Quest uses interactive, game-based learning to help learners and organizations build industry

solutions in the AWS Cloud.

Industry Quest explores AWS Cloud use cases that are most common to your industry. Teams learn to transorm

a virtual company into an industry leader building advanced solutions in a risk-free, live AWS environment.

Teams unlock oce upgrades, earn rewards and share accomplishments on social media with the sele cam.

Deepen industry expertise

Jump into a learning experience that teaches

how to build solutions for the most relevant

challenges your industry.

“With AWS Industry Quest: Financial
Services, I was impressed by the
creativity behind the game and how
it fowed. The step-by-step approach
to learning was helpful.”

— Daniel Drentin, Sr. Analyst Engineer
National Australia Bank Limited
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Face real-world challenges.

Teams practice creating

advanced solutions for your

industry with guided solution

building assignments, which

they can then apply to their

real-world work.

Hands-on learning.

Teams learn the concepts,

then practice building

solutions in a live AWS

environment before

implementing on the job.

Build skills efciently.

Save research time with fast

access to a trusted catalog of

the most common uses cases

for your industry.

Financial Services

Healthcare

Manufacturing and Automotive

SKILL BUILDER TEAM SUBSCRIPTION
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“AWS Skill Builder became my go-to resource that helped me learn,
validate my AWS skills, and put them into practice. Practice labs,
exam readiness courses, and sample exams made my preparation
or certication a lot easier – I achieved my Cloud Practitioner and
Solutions Architect – Associate certications in three months!”
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Validate your team’s
skills and expertise
Accelerate your team’s cloud expertise through AWS Certication

Maximize your
cloud investment.

Increase retention and job
satisfaction with industry-
recognized credentials.

Guidance rom start
to certied.

AWS Skill Builder provides seamless
guidance through four stages of
exam prep, providing a building-block
approach to help your team gain
condence going into exam day.

Flexible, diverse training
or every employee.

With Ocial Practice Question Sets,
robust prep courses, ashcards,
Ocial Practice Exams, labs, and
gamied learning, AWS Skill Builder
oers diverse training, to balance
learning with their everyday lives.

— Ntekaniwa Paul, Network and Technical Support Engineer, Beem
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“AWS Skill Builder Team subscription allows us to deliver
structured training to ensure the scale we need to train

hundreds of people with minimum oversight and resources.”

— Minoo Gupta, Sr Director Engineering Operations, Citrix
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Let’s get
started.
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Are you ready to build
cloud skills at scale?

The administrator
dashboard provides
visibility into skills
progress across teams
and the ability to assign
targeted training

AWS Cloud Quest
develops role expertise
in an immersive,
game-based learning
experience

AWS Builder Labs
provides teams with
interactive, live AWS
sandbox environments to
develop practical skills

AWS Industry Quest
help your teams build
skills specic to your
industry’s critical use
cases

600+ digital courses
and learning plans for
all skill levels and across
30+ domains

AWS Jam builds
problem-solving skills as
a team with open-ended
cloud challenges and
events or individually
with Jam Journey

AWS Digital Classroom
delivers the depth of
expert AWS instructor-
led training on-demand

AWS Certication
Enhanced Exam Prep
helps to assess team
learning and prepares
for the exam

Included with an AWS Skill Builder Team subscription:

Contact us to learn how
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